
                                            

 Samstag, 24. Okt. 2015, 19.30h  
 

 Mehrzweckraum „altes Schwimmbad“ (Turnhalle) 
 
 

 
    

BBBBeatleseatleseatleseatles        AAAAbend bend bend bend         
    

    ––––  Lieder und ihre Entstehung    Lieder und ihre Entstehung    Lieder und ihre Entstehung    Lieder und ihre Entstehung  ––––            ………… 
 
 
    …………    vorgetragen von der Band vorgetragen von der Band vorgetragen von der Band vorgetragen von der Band „Sacred Cow"„Sacred Cow"„Sacred Cow"„Sacred Cow" 
 

 
 andi messmer, guitar, vocals 

 mike turtle, drums, backing vocals 

 face ,bass, backing vocals 
 
 www.sacredcow.ch  

                     
 

Die Kulturkommission von Hochwald lädt zu einem etw as 
speziellen und nostalgischen Herbst-Konzert ein. 

 
Please, please ... take the long and winding road,Please, please ... take the long and winding road,Please, please ... take the long and winding road,Please, please ... take the long and winding road,    

carry that weight and come together to Hochwaldcarry that weight and come together to Hochwaldcarry that weight and come together to Hochwaldcarry that weight and come together to Hochwald    !!!!    
Join our Join our Join our Join our mamamamagical mystery tourgical mystery tourgical mystery tourgical mystery tour    !!!!    

We play for you the fool on the hiWe play for you the fool on the hiWe play for you the fool on the hiWe play for you the fool on the hill and something else.ll and something else.ll and something else.ll and something else.    
For sure, you can twist and shoutFor sure, you can twist and shoutFor sure, you can twist and shoutFor sure, you can twist and shout    and won't be in misery.and won't be in misery.and won't be in misery.and won't be in misery.    

And And And And witwitwitwith a little help from my friends you'll get back in time.h a little help from my friends you'll get back in time.h a little help from my friends you'll get back in time.h a little help from my friends you'll get back in time.    
Thanks for your helpThanks for your helpThanks for your helpThanks for your help!!!!    

Otherwise it's gonnaOtherwise it's gonnaOtherwise it's gonnaOtherwise it's gonna be a hard day's night be a hard day's night be a hard day's night be a hard day's night for us for us for us for us    
and and and and we have to go home with awe have to go home with awe have to go home with awe have to go home with a yellow su yellow su yellow su yellow submarine!bmarine!bmarine!bmarine!    

 
 
 

� Treffpunkt: Samstag, 24.10.15 ab 19.30h direkt im M ehrzweckraum   
(Eingang via Haupteingang der Turnhalle – Seewenstr . 11) 
 

� Eintritt frei ! 
Hutkollekte zur Deckung der Unkosten  (1. Getränk &  Snacks/Kuchen gratis) 
 
 
 Ihre Kulturkommission  


